
SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 1

DE6205 Stucco Tan
Main Body
RL#513

DEC717 Baked Potato
Trim/Fascia
RL#682

DEA184 Parisian Night
Shutters Option 1
RL#473

DEA162 Log Cabin
Shutters Option 2
RL#451

DEA162 Log Cabin
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#451

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 2

DE6213 Fine Grain
Main Body
RL#514

DEW340 Whisper
Trim/Fascia
RL#003

DET620 Barnwood Gray
Shutters Option 1
RL#917

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Shutters Option 2
RL#928

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#928

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 3

DE6212 Crisp Muslin
Main Body
RL#514

DE6214 Pigeon Gray
Trim/Fascia
RL#570

DEC755 Cocoa
Shutters Option 1
RL#674

DEA186 Black Pearl
Shutters Option 2
RL#475

DEA186 Black Pearl
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#475

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 4

DET624 Sorrel Felt
Main Body
RL#921

DE6225 Fossil
Trim/Fascia
RL#516

DET634 Downing to Earth
Shutters Option 1
RL#931

DEA185 Old Mill
Shutters Option 2
RL#474

DEA185 Old Mill
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#474

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 5

DE6220 Porous Stone
Main Body
RL#515

DE6218 Antique Paper
Trim/Fascia
RL#515

DE6229 Calico Rock
Shutters Option 1
RL#572

DE6231 Shaker Gray
Shutters Option 2
RL#572

DE6231 Shaker Gray
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#572

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 6

DE6365 Cold Morning
Main Body
RL#536

DET629 Fade to Black
Trim/Fascia
RL#926

DET629 Fade to Black
Shutters Option 1
RL#926

DE6314 Dark Pewter
Shutters Option 2
RL#584

DE6365 Cold Morning
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#536

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 7

DE6226 Foggy Day
Main Body
RL#516

DET620 Barnwood Gray
Trim/Fascia
RL#917

DET439 Spice of Life
Shutters Option 1
RL#736

DEC756 Weathered Brown
Shutters Option 2
RL#679

DEC756 Weathered Brown
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#679

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 8

DE6362 Storm Cloud
Main Body
RL#591

DE6358 Vapor
Trim/Fascia
RL#535

DEA002 Black
Shutters Option 1
RL#476

DE6364 Cavernous
Shutters Option 2
RL#591

DE6358 Vapor
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#535

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 9

DE6372 Lace Veil
Main Body
RL#537

DE6367 Covered in Platinum
Trim/Fascia
RL#536

DE6369 Legendary Gray
Shutters Option 1
RL#592

DEA002 Black
Shutters Option 2
RL#476

DEA002 Black
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#476

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 10

DE6367 Covered in Platinum
Main Body
RL#536

DEHW08 Classic White
Trim/Fascia

DEA002 Black
Shutters Option 1
RL#476

DET616 Equinox
Shutters Option 2
RL#913

DET616 Equinox
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#913

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 11

DET618 Industrial Age
Main Body
RL#915

DET617 Winter Morn
Trim/Fascia
RL#914

DET611 Iron-ic
Shutters Option 1
RL#908

DET598 Good Night!
Shutters Option 2
RL#895

DET598 Good Night!
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#895

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Cypress Square Proposed Exterior Paint Schemes

LOCATION: Irvine, CA, 92620

Scheme 12

DE6358 Vapor
Main Body
RL#535

DE6368 Walrus
Trim/Fascia
RL#592

DET401 Jazz Berry Jam
Shutters Option 1
RL#698

DE6370 Charcoal Smudge
Shutters Option 2
RL#592

DE6370 Charcoal Smudge
Entry Doors & Garage Doors
RL#592

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Tustin - 086
13662 Newport Ave

(714) 731-4113

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Costa Mesa - 067
3015 Bristol St

(714) 432-8745

Woodbury HOA

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.
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